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1: Notes on Importing Audiobook CDs into iTunes 11 | Aldoblog
Open itunes. On the top left is an option for 'books'. Drag your PDF files from wherever they are into that window. You
can also open iTunes and under 'file' choose 'add to library'.

Bill August 18, at 7: When importing a multi disk audiobook, under Info, the two boxes list track numbers, but
they are greyed-out, so I am unable to delete the contents. Consequently, once imported, under Album view,
the track numbers are displayed and then transfer to my iOS7 device making it difficult to navigate. Prior to
importing, I change the song name to simplyâ€¦ Chapter 1, Chapter 2, etc. Oh yes, I have even gone in to the
iTunes directory and deleted the track numbers so OSX file system just seesâ€¦ Chapter 1, etc. MW August 22,
at Can you help me sort this? Dede Owens September 14, at 8: I really appreciate the added step of how to
join all the tracks into one when they have been imported into the audiobooks section of my itunes library. I
was facing twelve different tracks and wondering how that was going to flow seamlessly. BtrWrld October 26,
at 7: Or is that something that is just a tease, something that is really not used and just a leftover from prior
versions. I have corrupted my music database more than a few time trying to get audiobooks into their folder.
PS, Using Windows 7 with the latest iTunes Michael Alderete October 26, at 9: Your library corruption
problem is due to your sharing arrangements, nothing else. Judith November 16, at 3: Everything runs
smoothly until the second to the last CD, which has a damaged area in the last three seconds of the final 6: At
that point I get the pinwheel of death and have to force quit iTunes in order to eject the CD. If I stop the
import four or five seconds before the end, none of that last track shows as having been imported. Michael
Alderete November 17, at Because it never does. You can set the number of times that Max will retry reading
damaged bits, which lets it try but then skip sections that are too damaged to be read.
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2: How to Import Audio CD Audiobooks into iTunes for Listening on an iPod or iPhone | Aldoblog
Edit Article How to Import Audiobooks Into iTunes. In this Article: Importing Audiobooks from Your Computer Importing
Audiobooks from a CD Community Q&A Did you know that you can import either digital audiobooks in MP3 format or
audiobooks from CDs into your iTunes library?

Computers How to convert audiobooks for use in iTunes Many times people will have audiobooks in iTunes
that are lumped with the rest of their music. Here is how to convert and import them so iTunes recognizes
them as audiobooks. However, if you have audiobooks from other sources they may be in different formats,
including standard MP3 or AAC formats, and iTunes may handle them differently when imported. Instead of
keeping them with the rest of your books, iTunes may put them in the music section, along with all your other
music. While you can create playlists and use naming schemes to organize your audiobooks, this can be
inconvenient, especially if you have ones purchased from the iTunes Store that are being kept separately in the
Books section. Recently MacFixIt reader Robin wrote in asking how to manage this problem: In iTunes I have
a lot of of audiobook recordings that are stored by default in the music section and not in the audiobook
section. Is there some way to get the books off of the music list and to the audiobook file? Luckily, there are
some ways around this. The main difference between the two is that. Because of their format similarities, you
can get your audiobooks to be recognized as such in iTunes by first converting them to AAC format, and then
renaming the files and re-importing them to iTunes. Be sure to check the iTunes import settings before
converting the file. Ensure "AAC Encoder" is selected, and then optionally set the encoding quality. The
"Spoken Podcast" option should be enough for most audiobooks; however, you can use another preset or
customize the settings manually if you wish. Close the preferences and select your audiobook in the iTunes
window. Now delete both the new and old files from the iTunes library, and when prompted be sure to move
them to the Trash do not click "Keep Files". With the files gone, go to the Trash and move the one that ends
with ". Rename the file so it ends with ". The info window in iTunes is another way to change the media type
for the file. Select the file in iTunes and press Command-I you can also do this with multiple songs selected ,
and then click the "Options" tab in the resulting information window. For the audiobooks, select the
"Audiobook" option and the files should now show up in the Books section of iTunes as audiobooks. At this
point the files should be placed in the audiobooks section in iTunes along with the rest of your audiobooks. If
you use the manual conversion method and have more than one audiobook you would like to convert, first
convert them all to AAC format you can queue them up and then delete them all at the same time so you can
manage them all in the Finder in one step, instead of having to do all the steps each time for every file you
want to convert. This is likely the best approach for managing audiobooks that have already been imported
into your iTunes library; however, if you have books that are not already in your library then you might
consider using a third-party tool for converting them before importing them into the program. Post them below
or e-mail us!
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3: How to transfer ebooks and PDF documents to iPad, iPhone an iPod Touch?
Importing Audio Book CDs into iTunes Importing CDs for audio books can be painful, because there are usually a lot of
them. And each CD usually has dozens of tracks on it, which makes it a nightmare to manage on an iPhone, to say
nothing of the small screen of an older "classic" iPod.

What Difference Does It Make? Audiobooks are automatically bookmarked: You can play audiobooks faster
or slower than normal speed. Audiobooks can have chapter stops within them. Audiobooks are automatically
skipped during shuffle. But what if you have an audiobook on CD? The reason is that MP3 and MP4 use
different compression schemes. Converting from one to another will not give as good results as importing
directly from CD. If so, proceed with Step 3. Join Tracks within a Chapter Audiobook CDs are usually divided
into tracks that are much shorter than the chapters. Insert the CD and wait for iTunes to display its contents.
Verify that the display is sorted by track number the left-hand column. Identify the starting and ending track of
each chapter. Highlight all the tracks of a given chapter by clicking on the first one and then shift-clicking on
the last. Repeat for each additional chapter or partial chapter. If there are any partial chaptersâ€”a continued
chapter at the start of the CD or an unfinished chapter at the end of the CDâ€”join all the tracks of the partial
chapter in the same way. You can insert chapter markers before saving the complete book. This section lists
the fields that matter for audiobooks. Name Tag for Chapter Titles please click to donate! Because this article
helps you, please donate at OakRoadSystems. Give just the first track of every chapter a Name tag, since the
other tracks will lose their names during import anyway. If you merge the chapters into one file, and you have
an iPod Classic or later, both iTunes and iPod will display chapter titles. When you select the audiobook on
your iPod, it will give you the chapter titles as a menu, in order within the file. So it makes sense to tag each
chapter with its number and name. If you will keep each chapter as a separate file not my recommendation ,
then you need to give some thought to the Name tag. Presumably the designers expected every audiobook to
be a single large file so that there was no need for an album-level menu like the one you get with music.
Therefore you need to set Name tags that group the books with chapters in the correct order on iPod. When
each chapter is a file, I recommend a two- or three-part Name tag: For example, here are some chapters from
my audiobook conversion of The Lord of the Rings:
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4: How to Transfer Books or PDF Files to iBooks Without iTunes on iPhone and iPad - iOS Hacker
Import Audiobooks from CD into iTunes By Jesse Hollington @jhollington Monday, August 13, Ask iLounge offers
readers the opportunity to get answers to their iPod-, iPhone-, iPad-, iTunes-, or Apple TV-related questions from a
member of the iLounge editorial team.

This article has helped thousands of people import audiobooks more efficiently, and it will help you, too. First,
ensure that your import settings are optimal for audiobook and spoken word. See Optimal iTunes Import
Settings for Audiobooks for instructions for how to configure iTunes for importing your audiobooks. Then
move on to the next steps, where you actually import the CDs. These instructions are written for iTunes 10,
but should work without significant modification in iTunes 9 and even iTunes 8. Worst of all, the track names
are rarely recognized by the automatic Gracenote lookup service, so you need to enter them by hand. This
import process attempts to reduce the amount of manual input, while also making sure that the track
information is usable even on an iPod with a small screen. Insert the CD, and wait for the tracks to appear in
iTunes. This will consolidate the many tracks on the CD into one, which will make it much easier to manage
when the tracks are copied to your iPhone or iPod. The indication that the tracks are joined is subtle. In the CD
Info dialog that appears, fill out the information you know about the audio book. Click OK, and the
information will be submitted. You will probably be prompted to Select CD Category, since the online
database uses a different category for audiobooks. The important partâ€”adding the author, title, and so on to
the imported trackâ€”succeeded. The point is to attach the metadata to the track, not improve the Gracenote
database. When the submission process is completed, all of the tracks on the CD should have the appropriate
information attached to them. This means everything has worked so far. Click the Import CD button bottom
right corner to import this disc, using the import settings you set up initially. When the import finishes, eject
the CD. Repeat this process for the each CD in the audio book, until you have imported all of the CDs. Be sure
you are setting the disc number correctly for each one! To give the best audiobook experience possible,
though, you want to tweak the metadata a little further. Switch to your Library, and find the newly imported
tracks. Verify that the Disc column shows that the tracks have consistent sequence information. Verify the
information in the panel. You also want to delete any track number information: It should look something like
this: Switch to the Options panel, and select Audiobook for the Media Kind. Setting the Media Kind to
Audiobook tells iTunes to move the tracks to the Books source list, and also to treat the tracks differently. The
selected tracks will appear in the Books source list, and be excluded from music-specific behaviors.
Audiobook tracks also use separate sync settings for your iPhone or iPod, which you set in the Sync
Audiobooks section of the Books tab for your device. Remember position tells iTunes and the iPod to make
the file bookmarkable. Skip when shuffling keeps spoken word tracks out of your music mixes, where it
would probably interrupt the mood. There is one last and frankly tedious step. For each track you need to
update the track Name and the Disc Number fields. In this panel, update the Name field to be the title of the
book, plus a sequence number. This way, the tracks will sort correctly when sorted by Name. In the Disc
Number fields, verify that the right sequence information is set. Repeat the previous step for each track in the
book. On the last track, click OK instead of Next. Did I mention this is tedious? Because you took the time to
set the correct disc order information and set the track name field, it will be sorted in the correct playback
order. Sync to your iPhone or iPod, and enjoy a great book! A final note for the benefit of RIAA lawyers, and
those looking to avoid same: Keeping the book, or sharing it with others, would be illegal.
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5: Converting CDs to iTunes Audiobooks
Import MP3 audiobooks into iTunes. Open iTunes. Go to File > Add to Library Navigate to the folder where borrowed
audiobooks are downloaded. By default, you can find it here: Documents > My Media > MP3 Audiobooks. Highlight the
audiobook folder you'd like to import, then click Open to import all of the MP3 files in that folder.

By placing content into this folder rather just dragging content into the app, you can save both time and disk
space when wanting to import media into iTunes. We can also create some useful Automator workflows that,
when combined with this useful folder, will make moving content into iTunes a quick and simple process.
Within this folder are a number of files related to the iTunes database and the main folder containing all of its
media, named either iTunes Media or iTunes Music the naming is synonymous and simply depends on how
long ago you started your iTunes library. Furthermore, importing a large amount of content can take some
time since iTunes is busy duplicating these files. The Watch Folder We can skip the entire process of needless
duplication by moving files into a watch folder named Automatically Add to iTunes instead. While iTunes is
running, any new items found within this watch folder are moved into the correct subfolder and the iTunes
database is updated accordingly. Within a few seconds, the file is moved into the appropriate folder in this
case, it would be the Movies folder and instantly appears within the Movies section of iTunes. If I had
imported this using the more traditional way of dragging the file to the dock icon, iTunes would have created a
copy of this file and left me with the task of deleting the original once it had finished. Drag the folder to the
sidebar to create a shortcut and you can drag any files you may want to add to iTunes quickly and easily.
Instead, we can use Automator to create a service for the Finder that will provide a means of moving any items
to the folder through the contextual menu. Launch Automator and select Service as the type of document to
create. Change the option for Service receives selected from Text to Files or Folders. In the Actions column,
search for the action Move Finder Items to the workflow. Save your service with an appropriate name, such as
Move to iTunes. To avoid this, we can create a folder action that will notify us via Notification Center that
some files were rejected by iTunes, and open the folder automatically. This will be the folder that our folder
action will monitor. Launch Automator and select Folder Action. Change the option for Folder Action
receives files and folders added to the newly createdNot added folder. Search for the Display Notification
action and add it to the workflow, then enter some appropriate text. Finally, add the Reveal Finder Items
action to the workflow. Save the Folder Action and it will constantly monitor the folder for changes. You can
test it by dragging a text file to the Automatically Add to iTunes folder and launch iTunes. After a few
seconds, iTunes should move the incompatible file into the Not Added folder, where the Folder Action we just
created will display a notification and then open the folder for you to take a look at. The folder name may end
with.
6: A More Efficient Way of Importing Content Into iTunes - The Instructional
In the General Preferences window, click on the Import Settings button. The window that this opens allows you to select
what format you would like iTunes to convert your files into. For the purposes of this guide we are going to choose MP3
Encoder and Higher Quality ( kbps). Click OK.

7: How to Transfer Books From an iPad to a Computer | It Still Works
A quick run through on how to import your existing ePub books into the iTunes iBook application. The link I talked about
for downloading iBooks is below.

8: iTunes v No Longer Supports iBooks | The Digital Reader
In the event that your Audible downloads do not automatically appear in iTunes after changing your downloading
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preferences in Audible Download Manager, follow these steps to perform a manual import: Launch iTunes. Click File >
Add File to Library. Browse to your Audible audiobook file's location.

9: How to Import PDFs in iTunes | It Still Works
To transfer books from Google Books, Project Gutenberg and other eReader sources to your iPad, iPhone or iPod
touch, you simply need an iTunes account and a USB cable. 1. Launch iTunes on your.
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